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Like Minds 

 
Talent: Eddie Redmayne, Tom Sturridge, Richard Roxburgh, Toni Collette, Patrick 
Malahide. 
 
Date of review: Thursday the 16th of November, 2006 
Writer/director/editor: Gregory Read 
Classification: M 
Duration: 105 minutes 
We rate it: Three stars. 
 
Like Minds is in many ways an intriguing and rather surprising film. A psychological 
thriller that takes the audience on a dark journey into territory occupied by disturbed 
adolescent minds, the film actually began its conceptual life as a documentary. 
Australian filmmaker Gregory Read, previously a director of acclaimed non-fiction 
features and shorts, was researching aberrant psychologies and the fascinating topic of 
gestalt therapy, with a view to making his next documentary about this dark and 
troubling subject. While conducting his research Read found himself increasingly 
fascinated by the idea that two potentially sociopathic individuals could, upon coming 
to know each other, form a murderous partnership whose capabilities far exceeded 
those of both separate individuals. While this in itself is not exactly a freshly-minted 
concept, Read has added, for Like Minds, an unusual subplot concerning arcane 
religious history and, of all things, the mythology of the Knights Templar. 
 
Newcomers Eddie Redmayne and Tom Sturridge play Alex and Nigel, a pair of late-
adolescent boys who study and reside at a suffocatingly regimented private school in 
the English countryside. Both boys are troubled in their own ways, but, as mentioned, 
it’s their partnership that sets them off down an increasingly disturbing and 
destructive path. While Alex’s father, the school’s headmaster (Patrick Malahide) 
looks impotently on, the boys develop an entanglement that will destroy the lives of 
many people around them. 
 
The narrative of Like Minds unfolds in flashback, with Redmayne’s Alex in a holding 
cell, being interviewed by forensic psychologist Sally Rowe (Toni Collette). A 
murder has occurred, and with Alex the prime suspect it’s up to Rowe to ascertain 
exactly what transpired. As the back-story unfolds, we gradually learn the true nature 
of the relationship between the two boys, and we come to understand the strange 
power of the ancient mythology with which they have become obsessed. 
 
For those with an interest in thrillers as studies of repression and fractured 
psychology, there is much to enjoy in Like Minds. The performances of Redmayne 
and Sturridge are utterly compelling, and to my astonishment, actually outshone those 
of Roxburgh and Collette, whose accents and motivations are all over the place. Read 
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has assembled a talented crew, and Like Minds stands as a beautifully-produced and 
carefully constructed film that, while it doesn’t really offer us anything we haven’t 
seen before, boasts some terrific performances and provides effective chills and a 
suitably dour and vivid atmosphere. 
 
Nick Prescott. 
 
 


